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Hub location problem has been used in transportation network to exploit economies of
scale. For example, a controversial issue in the planning of air transportation networks is
inclement weather or emergency conditions. In this situation, hub facilities would not be
able to provide a good service to their spoke nodes temporarily. Thus, some other kinds
of predetermined underutilized facilities in the network are used as virtual hubs to host
some or all connections of original hubs to recover the incurred incapacitation and increase
network ﬂexibility and demand ﬂow. In such an unexpected situation, it is not unreason-
able to expect that some information be imprecise or vague. To deal with this issue, fuzzy
concept is used to pose a more realistic problem. Here, we present a fuzzy integer liner pro-
gramming approach to propose a dynamic virtual hub location problem with the aim of
minimizing transportation cost in the network. We examine the effectiveness of our model
using the well-known CAB data set.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Hub location problems (HLPs) have been extensively studied in recent decades. Hubs are facilities acting as transship-
ment and switching points in a network. A hub location problem deals with determining location of hubs from a potential
hub set and allocation of demand nodes (spoke) to the hubs, minimizing transportation cost in the whole network. The main
assumption of the hub and spoke system is that every path between origin and destination nodes goes through the hub
nodes but this assumption may be relaxed upon the nature of the problem. One application of HLP is in air transportation
network. There are several airports in the air transportation network and paths between every origin and destination pair
should be determined such that passengers reach their destinations as soon as possible and with minimal costs. The hub
and spoke concept has been applied in air transportation networks to exploit the economies of scale. An interrupting issue
facing air transportation system is the inclement weather. This condition can decrease the airport capacity to the extent of
cancelling some or all ﬂights and awaiting of passengers at the airport for an unspeciﬁed duration. Obviously, this causes
more problems in the hub airport because connection volumes in the hub airport are higher than spoke airports and disrup-
tions in the hub airports lead to more problems in the whole network. In addition, locations of hubs are strategic decisions
since location costs of these facilities are relatively high and establishing new hub airports are time consuming projects. So, it
is not reasonable to open new hubs when hub network encounter problem. In this situation, other types of hubs, the so called
virtual hubs, are deﬁned to be used in emergency conditions (for example, congestion in original hubs, and incapacitation of
original hubs). Virtual hubs are predetermined underutilized facilities which host some or all connections of the original
hubs to prevent possible interruptions in the network.. All rights reserved.
davi).
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network assumes the existence of some already determined original hubs and some potential locations for virtual hubs in
the network. Each demand node is assumed to have already been allocated to one of the original hubs and virtual hubs
are used when needed. In addition, all hubs and virtual hubs are supposed to be fully interconnected.
In the real world, decisions are not made just for a period. Due to extensive investment in structural operations in any
project, a planning horizon with speciﬁed periods is considered. This means that the initial conﬁguration may change due
to different factors. Using prior periods, conﬁguration of the network in the next period of planning horizon is updated
and remains ﬁxed until the end of the period. In transportation networks, demands may differ in different periods of the
planning horizon. So, decision about conﬁguration of the network is made depending on the planning horizon.
Recently, consideration of imprecise and vague nature of some information in these problems has lead to use of fuzzy
concepts. Fuzzy integer linear programming is a useful model for such problems, in which some parameters are assumed
to be fuzzy numbers.
We consider a planning horizon for the virtual hub location problem so that locations of virtual hubs and paths between
any origin and destination nodes are determined for the periods in the planning horizon. Moreover, the information used for
planning the hub and spoke system is considered to be imprecise or vague due to unexpected conditions (like inclement
weather, congestion and so on) lead to uncertainties in hubs planning. So, fuzzy concept is used to approach reality. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no similar published paper related to hub location problem which considered
uncertainties of parameters.
Hub location problem was ﬁrst introduced by O’kelly [1]. He proposed a quadratic model for single allocation case of the
hub location problem (SAUHLP). Campbell [2] presented the ﬁrst integer linear formulation of the hub location problem.
Then, Klincewicz [3,4], Skorin-kapov et al. [5], Ernst and Krishnamoorthy [6] represented shortest path based branch and
bound algorithms. Recently, Silva and Cunha [7] and Ilic et al. [8] proposed efﬁcient solution methods for SAUHLP.
Also, a capacitated single allocation hub location problem (CSAHLP) was studied by Aykin [9]. He proposed a formulation
with two networking policies such that the path between origin and destination nodes would not necessarily go through a
hub network to maintain optimality. Later, Ernst and Krishnamoorthy [10], Labbe et al. [11], Costa et al. [12], Correia et al.
[13], and Contreras et al. [14,15] proposed several improvements for this case.
Two comprehensive reviews on hub location problems were made by Campbell et al. [16] and Alumur and Kara [17], dis-
cussing the variety of research on hub location problem.
In the case of airline transportation network, Sasaki et al. [18] proposed a one stop multi allocation p-hub median prob-
lem. Jaillet et al. [19] introduced three ﬂow based mathematical models for capacitated hub networks with different service
policies. They assumed no restriction on the nature of the path in the hub and spoke network; that is, direct paths between
origin and destination nodes were allowed and hubs were used when it was cost efﬁcient. Yang [20] introduced a stochastic
model for air freight hub location problem so that ﬂight routes varied according to seasonal demand variations.
In the case of multi allocation hub location problem, Campbell [2] introduced the ﬁrst linear integer programming model
for multiple uncapacitated HLP. Hamacher et al. [21] presented a new formulation for polyhedral properties of the problem.
Marin et al. [22] proposed a new formulation for uncapacitated HLP so that one or two stops in hubs were possible. Recently,
Camargo et al. [23] proposed the Benders’ decomposition algorithm to solve large size problems efﬁciently. Moreover, a
capacitated multiple allocations HLP linear model was presented by Campbell [2]. Ebery et al. [24] proposed a new mixed
integer linear formulation along with a heuristic approach and branch and bound algorithm for its solution. Marin [25] intro-
duced a new formulation using tight integer linear programming such that medium size problems were solved efﬁciently.
Contreras et al. [26] presented the dynamic uncapacitated hub location problem in which all demands were fully routed
through the network in each period and hub facilities could be opened or closed throughout the periods.
Chou [27] studied the evaluation and selection of hub ports in marine transportation networks using a fuzzy multi criteria
decision making approach. He used fuzzy concept in his model due to some qualitative conditions for existence and selection
of optimal hubs in marine transportation networks.
On fuzzy integer linear programming, Harrera and Verdegay [28] presented three models of fuzzy integer linear program-
ming (FILP) problems. FILP is a useful tool for problem models having imprecise or vague data.
Here, we consider a dynamic virtual hub location problem in a fuzzy environment.The rest of our work is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we describe the virtual hub location problem. Our mathematical model is given in Section 3. Compu-
tational results on the well-known CAB data set are given in Section 4. Section 5 gives our concluding remarks.2. Problem description
A virtual hub location problem is considered when an original hub is faced with an unexpected situation like inclement
weather, congestion of passenger or commodity, etc., so that the original hubs lose service capacities.Considering the func-
tion of original hubs in the transportation network, disruption of the hubs causes an extensive disruption in the whole
network.
A virtual hub is a predetermined alternative spoke node to act as an original hub in emergency situations so that disrup-
tion of service in the original hub is recovered.
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graph G = (N,A), with nodes N and arcs A. For our model, we have the following assumptions:
1. A given node set N = {n1,n2, . . . ,nn} consists of n demand nodes (origins and destinations), a potential hub set H # N con-
sists of p already determined hubs and a virtual hub set VH # N consists of v potential locations for virtual hubs in the
network.
2. Similar to previous studies in hub location problems, a path between any pair of origin and destination nodes is via
original or virtual hubs and at most two stops in the original or virtual hubs are possible. Moreover, the constraint on
having a direct path between spoke nodes is relaxed. But, the number of direct path from any original node to destination
nodes can not exceed a speciﬁc value.
3. Connection links between original and virtual hubs are supposed to be fully interconnected.
4. Three types of discount factors (0 < d,e,c < 1) are used in our study to exploit the economies of scale of the hub-to-hub,
virtual hub-to-hub and virtual hub-to-virtual hub links in the network.
5. Considering the dynamic nature of the problem, decisions about conﬁguration of the network concerning locations of
virtual hubs and path between any origin and destination nodes are made throughout the planning horizon having t
periods.
6. Considering the imprecise information in virtual hub location problem due to emergency situations, fuzzy numbers are
considered for amounts of ﬂow among the nodes, capacities of virtual hubs, and the variation factors for capacities of ori-
ginal hubs.
7. In reality, opening, maintenance and removal costs of hub facilities are quite high. In our study, original hub locations are
already determined and decisions are made just for determining the virtual hub locations throughout the planning hori-
zon. It is assumed that a virtual hub’s state can be changed at most once. To consider various situations of virtual hubs
along the periods, an initial conﬁguration is assumed before the ﬁrst period. Possible situation for virtual hubs are:
I. If a virtual hub is open in the initial conﬁguration, it can remain open until the end of the planning horizon or it can be
closed in one period and remain to be closed until the end of the planning horizon.
II. If a virtual hub is closed in the initial conﬁguration, it can remain closed until the end of the planning horizon or it can
be opened in one period and remain open until the end of the planning horizon.
8. The receiving and dispatching capacities for original and virtual hubs are considered as follows. Dispatching capacity is
the amount of ﬂow entering the hub (original or virtual) in the ﬁrst leg of the trip from the original demand nodes. On the
other hand, receiving capacity corresponds to the amount of ﬂow coming to the hub (original or virtual) from other hubs
(original or virtual).
In a virtual hub network with at most 2 allowable stops in the original or virtual hubs, we assume seven major possibil-
ities for every path from origin to destination nodes:
 1: node – node (direct path)
 2: node – original hub – node
 3: node – virtual hub – node
 4: node – original hub – original hub – node
 5: node – original hub – virtual hub – node
 6: node – virtual hub – original hub – node
 7: node – virtual hub – virtual hub – node
Conﬁgurations of classic hub and spoke system and virtual hub network are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.Fig. 1. A classic hub and spoke network.
Fig. 2. Avirtual hub network.
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3.1. Fuzzy integer linear problem
Consider the following fuzzy integer linear programming (FILP) model with imprecise costs in the objective function and
fuzzy numbers as coefﬁcients of technological matrix [28]:max z ¼
X
j2N
~cjxj; ð1Þ
s:t:
X
j2N
~aijxjK ~bi; i 2 M ¼ f1; . . . ;mg; ð2Þ
xj P 0; j 2 N ¼ f1; . . . ;ng; ð3Þ
xj; integer; j 2 N: ð4ÞUsing the representation theorem and fuzzy number ranking methods as in Harrera and Verdegay [28], the auxiliary multi
objective ILP model is obtained as follows:max z0ðaÞ ¼ ðz1ðx;aÞ; zcðx;aÞÞ; ð5Þ
s:t: f
Xn
i¼1
~aijxj
 !
6 f ð~bi þ ~uið1 aÞÞ; i 2 M; ð6Þ
xj P 0; j 2 N; ð7Þ
a 2 ð0;1; ð8Þwhere, ~ai; ~bi; ~ui are triangular fuzzy numbers. The notations for and membership functions of triangular fuzzy numbers are:~aj ¼ ðrj; cj;RjÞ; ð9Þ
8u 2 R; j 2 N;lajðuÞ ¼
ðurjÞ
ðcjrjÞ ; rj 6 u 6 cj;
ðRjuÞ
ðRjcjÞ ; cj 6 u 6 Rj;
0;o:w:
8>><>: ð10Þ
The functions z1(x,a) and zc(x,a) are deﬁned as follows:z1ðx;aÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
½cj  aðcj  rjÞxj; ð11Þ
zcðx;aÞ ¼ 1
2
Xn
j¼1
½2cj þ aðRj þ rj  2cjÞxj: ð12ÞTo solve the multi objective problem (5)–(8), a weighting method is used to convert the problem into a conventional para-
metric LP problem:
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bk 2 ½0;1;
X
k
bk ¼ 1 ð14ÞHere, we propose a fuzzy integer linear programming approach for solving the dynamic virtual hub location problem in
which the amount of ﬂow between nodes, i.e., ~qijt ¼ ~qlijt; ~qmijt; ~quijt
 
, and the variation factors of the original hubs ð~hktÞ, and
capacities of the virtual hubs are all assumed to be fuzzy triangular numbers. Also, the constraints corresponding to capac-
ities of the original and virtual hubs are assumed to be fuzzy constraints.
3.2. Mathematical model
Notations:N set of nodes
H set of potential locations for hubs
VH set of potential locations for virtual hubs
T set of periods.
Parameters:
ZHvt a ﬁxed maintenance cost for virtual hub at node v in period t
ZHOvt a ﬁxed opening cost for virtual hub at node v in period t
ZHCvt a ﬁxed closing cost for virtual hub at node v in period t
dij distance between nodes i and j
qijt amount of ﬂow between nodesi and j in period t
cark receiving capacity of original hub k
cadk dispatching capacity of original hub k
carvt receiving capacity of virtual hub v in period t
cadvt dispatching capacity of virtual hub v in period t
B amount of budget considered for virtual hubs throughout the planning horizon
w number of allowed direct paths between origin and destination nodes
hkt a variation factor for original hub k in period t
d a discount factor for original hub to original hub connection
e a discount factor for original hub to virtual hub connection
c a discount factor for virtual hub to virtual hub connection
cij distance cost between nodes i and j
ciklj distance cost between nodes i and j transshipped from original hubs at nodes k and l
cikvj distance cost between nodes i and j transshipped from original hub at node k and virtual hub at node v
civyj distance cost between nodes i and j transshipped from virtual hub at node v and virtual hub at node y
xik 1; if node i is allocated to a hub at node k
0; o:w:
a the value of a-cut
b amount of weight applied to fuzzy objectives
ukt maximum violation of capacity constraint of original hub k in period t
uvt maximum violation of capacity constraint of virtual hub v in period t.Distance costs between origin and destination nodes are calculated as follows:ciklj ¼ dik þ ddkl þ djl; ð15Þ
cikvj ¼ dik þ edkv þ djv ; ð16Þ
civkj ¼ div þ edkv þ djk; ð17Þ
civyj ¼ div þ cdvy þ djy; ð18Þ
cij ¼ dij: ð19Þ3.2.1. Decision variablesxivt ¼
1; if node i is allocated to virtual hub v at period t
0; o:w:

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1; if node v is a virtual hub in initial configuration
0; o:w:

zvt ¼
1; if node v is a virtual hub in period t
0; o:w:

zovt ¼
1; if node v opened as a virtual hub in period t
0; o:w:

zcvt ¼
1; if virtual hub v closed in period t
0; o:w:

swvt ¼
1; if node v is switched to open as a virtual hubðor virtual hub vis switched to closeÞ in period t
0; o:w:

sikljt ¼
1; if a demand between nodes i and j is transshipped through original hubs at
nodes k and l in period t
0; o:w:
8><>:
sikv jt ¼
1; if a demand between nodes i and j is transshipped through original hub at node k
and virtual hub at node v in period t
0; o:w:
8><>:
sivyjt ¼
1; if a demand between nodes i and j is transshipped through virtual hubs at nodes v
and y in period t
0; o:w:
8><>:
sijt ¼
1; if there is a direct path form node i to node j in period t
0; o:w:
3.2.2. Objective functionmin f ¼ f1 þ f2; ð20Þ
f1 ¼
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
~qijtsijtcij þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
k2H
X
l2H
X
t2T
~qijtsikljtciklj þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
k2H
X
v2VH
X
t2T
~qijtsikv jtcikvj þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
k2H
X
v2VH

X
t2T
~qijtsivkjtcivkj þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
v2VH
X
y2VH
X
t2T
~qijtsivyjtcivyj; ð21Þ
f2 ¼
X
t2T
X
v2VH
zvtzhvt þ
X
t2T
X
v2VH
zovtzhovt þ
X
t2T
X
v2VH
zcvtzhcvt : ð22Þ3.2.3. Constraints
Single allocation virtual hub constraints:xivt 6 zvt; 8i 2 N; v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð23ÞX
i2N
xivt P zvt ; 8v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð24ÞX
v2VH
xivt 6 1; 8i 2 N; t 2 T; ð25ÞRouting decisionconstraints:sijt þ sikljt þ sikvjt þ sivkjt þ sivyjt ¼ 1; 8i; j 2 N; k; l 2 H; v ; y 2 VH; t 2 T; ð26Þ
sikljt 6 xik; 8i; j 2 N; k; l 2 H; t 2 T; ð27Þ
sikljt 6 xjl; 8i; j 2 N; k; l 2 H; t 2 T; ð28Þ
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sikvjt 6 xjvt ; 8i; j 2 N; k 2 H; v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð30Þ
sivkjt 6 xivt ; 8i; j 2 N; k 2 H; v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð31Þ
sivkjt 6 xjk; 8i; j 2 N; k 2 H; v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð32Þ
sivyjt 6 xivt ; 8i; j 2 N; v ; y 2 VH; t 2 T; ð33Þ
sivyjt 6 xivt ;8i; j 2 N; v; y 2 VH; t 2 T; ð34ÞX
j–i2N
sijt 6 w; 8 2 N; t 2 T; ð35ÞCapacity constraints:X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
l2H
X
t2T
~qijtsikljt þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
v2VH
X
t2T
~qijtsikvjt e6~hktcadk; 8v 2 H; ð36ÞX
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
l2H
X
t2T
~qijtsilkjt þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
v2VH
X
t2T
~qijtsivkjt e6~hktcark; 8v 2 H; ð37ÞX
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
k2H
X
t2T
~qijtsivkjt þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
y2VH
X
t2T
~qijtsivyjt e6gcadvt; 8v 2 VH; ð38ÞX
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
k2H
X
t2T
~qijtsivkjt þ
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
y2VH
X
t2T
~qijtsivyjt e6gcadvt; 8v 2 VH; ð39Þ
Budgetary constraints:X
t2T
X
v2VH
zvtzhvt þ
X
t2T
X
v2VH
zovtzhovt þ
X
t2T
X
v2VH
zcvtzhcvt 6 B; ð40ÞVirtual hub state decision constraints:jzvt  zv;t1j ¼ swvt ; 8v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð41ÞX
t2T
swvt 6 1; 8v 2 VH; ð42Þ
ð1 zintvÞswvt ¼ zovt; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð43Þ
ð1 zv;t1Þswvt ¼ zovt; 8v 2 VH; t P 2; ð44Þ
zintvswvt ¼ zcvt; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð45Þ
zvt1swvt ¼ zcvt; 8v 2 VH; t P 2; ð46ÞBinary constraints:xivt 2 f0;1g; 8i 2 N; v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð47Þ
sijt ; sikljt; sikv jt; sivkjt; sivyjt 2 f0;1g; 8i; j 2 N; t 2 T;v ; y 2 VH; k; l 2 H; ð48Þ
zvt 2 f0;1g; 8v 2 VH; t 2 T: ð49ÞFormula (20) is the objective function of the model with formula (21) expressing transportation cost between origin and des-
tination nodes and formula (22) showingopening, maintenance, and closing costs of virtual hubs.
Constraints (23)–(25) ensure that the model correspond to a single allocation problem. Constraints (23) ensure that a
demand node cannot be allocated to a virtual hub unless it is open. Constraints (24) guarantee that if node v is a virtual
hub, then at least one node should be allocated to it. Constraints (25) represent that a demand node in the network can
be assigned to at most one virtual hub.
Constraints (26) indicate that one path between any pair of origin and destination nodes could be selected in every period.
Constraints (27) and (28) insure that path between origin node i and destination node j is transshipped through original hubs
at nodes k and l in period t if node i is allocated to original hub at node k and node j is allocated to original hub at node l in the
t-th period. Constraints (29)–(34) act similar to (27) and (28) for all possible paths between any origin and destination nodes
in the network transshipped through original or virtual hubs.
Formulas (35) ensure that number of direct paths between any origin and destination nodes do not exceed a speciﬁed
value. Formulas (36)–(39) are receiving and dispatching capacity constraints of demand ﬂows corresponding to original
and virtual hubs in each time period. Formulas (40) express the maximum amount of budget for set up, maintenance,
and ceasing of virtual hubs throughout the planning horizon.
Constraints (41) and (42) insure that at most one switch (demand node to virtual hub or vice versa) is possible to virtual
hubs during the periods in the horizon. Formulas (43)–(46) represent the condition of opening and closing virtual hubs in
any period with respect to former period conﬁguration and switching allowance. Constraints (47)–(49) impose the path vari-
ables to be binary.
Linear form of constraints (41) and (43)–(46) are constructed using standard techniques, with feasible space remaining
the same, as follows:
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zvt  zintv ¼ swxvt  swyvt ; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð51Þ
zvt  zv;t1 ¼ swxvt  swyvt ; 8v 2 VH; t P 2; ð52Þ
swxvt þ swyvt 6 1; 8v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð53Þ
swxvt 2 f0;1g; 8v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð54Þ
swyvt 2 f0;1g; 8v 2 VH; t 2 T; ð55Þ
ðzintv  1Þ þ ðswvt  1Þ 6 zcvt  1; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð56Þ
ðzintv  1Þ þ ðswvt  1ÞP 2ðzcvt  1Þ; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð57Þ
ðzv;t1  1Þ þ ðswvt  1Þ 6 zcvt  1; 8v 2 VH; t P 2; ð58Þ
ðzv;t1  1Þ þ ðswvt  1ÞP 2ðzcvt  1Þ; 8v 2 VH; t P 2; ð59Þ
ðzintvÞ þ ðswvt  1Þ 6 zovt  1; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð60Þ
ðzintvÞ þ ðswvt  1ÞP 2ðzovt  1Þ; 8v 2 VH; t ¼ 1; ð61Þ
ðzv ;t1Þ þ ðswvt  1Þ 6 zovt  1; 8v 2 VH; t P 2; ð62Þ
ðzv ;t1Þ þ ðswvt  1ÞP 2ðzovt  1Þ; 8v 2 VH; t P 2: ð63ÞTo solve the above FILP problem, we used the representation theorem and Yager’s ﬁrst index as the linear ranking function.
The LP format of fuzzy objective function (21) and fuzzy constraints (36)–(39) are:f1 ¼ b1z1ðx;aÞ þ b2zcðx;aÞ; ð64Þ
z1ðx; aÞ ¼
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
~qmijt  a ~qmijt  ~qlijt
 h i
sijtcij þ
X
k2H
X
l2H
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
~qmijt  a ~qmijt  ~qlijt
 h i
sikljtciklj
þ
X
k2H
X
v2VH
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
~qmijt  a ~qmijt  ~qlijt
 h i
sikv jtcikv j
X
k2H
X
v2VH
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
~qmijt  a ~qmijt  ~qlijt
 h i
sivkjtcivkj
þ
X
v2VH
X
v2VH
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
~qmijt  a ~qmijt  ~qlijt
 h i
sivkjtcivkj; ð65Þ
zcðx;aÞ¼1
2
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
2~qmijt a ~qmijt þ ~qlijt 2~qlijt
 h i
sijtcijþ
X
k2H
X
l2H
X
i2N
X
j–i2N
X
t2T
2~qmijt a ~qmijt þ ~qlijt 2~qlijt
 h i
sikljtciklj
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Table 1
Selected cities from the CAB data set.
Number City Hubs Potential for virtual hub
1 Atlanta
2 Boston
3 Chicago 
4 Cleveland
5 Dallas 
6 Denver 
7 Detroit
8 Houston
9 Kansas city 
10 Los Angeles 
11 Memphis 
12 Miami
13 Minneapolis
14 New York 
15 Philadelphia
16 Phoenix
17 St. Louis 
18 San Francisco 
19 Seattle
20 Washington, DC 
Table 2
Opening costs of virtual hubs in various periods.
Virtual hub Opening cost (⁄106unit)
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4
6 230 250 280 270
9 150 98 170 220
11 280 230 270 280
17 230 170 280 280
18 220 230 270 220
20 230 85 90 140
Table 3
Maintenance costs of virtual hubs in various periods.
Virtual hub Maintenance cost (⁄106unit)
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4
6 50 60 58 47
9 32 55 57 62
11 40 70 85 88
17 60 50 58 68
18 32 45 57 62
20 75 40 45 48
Table 4
Closing costs of virtual hubs in various periods.
Virtual hub Closing cost (⁄106unit)
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4
6 38 42 33 31.2
9 40.2 30 31 48.2
11 38 42 33 31.2
17 40.2 30 31 48.2
18 40.2 30 31 48.2
20 58 52 53 51.2
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We tested performance of our approach on the well-known CAB data set of O’kelly [1]. We chose twenty popular cities of
the US as shown in Table 1. Data includes distance and demand ﬂow between cities with the assumption that the amount of
Table 5
Variation factors of original hubs in various periods.
Original hub Variation factor ~hkt ~hlkt ; ~h
m
kt ;
~hukt
 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4
3 (.9,1,1.1) (.7, .8, .9) (.5, .6, .7) (.3, .4, .5)
5 (.8, .9,1) (.6, .7, .8) (.7, .8, .9) (0, .1, .2)
10 (.9,1,1.1) (.8, .9,1) (.8, .9,1) (.9,1,1.1)
14 (0, .1, .2) (.6, .7, .8) (.8, .9,1) (.8, .9,1)
Table 6
Receiving and dispatching capacities of virtual hubs in various periods.
Virtual hub Receiving and dispatching capacity ðgcadvt ¼ gcadlvtgcadmvtgcaduvtÞ  ð103unitÞ
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4
6 (250,300,350) (230,280,330) (0,200,400) (200,250,300)
9 (250,300,350) (230,280,330) (0,200,400) (200,250,300)
11 (250,300,350) (230,280,330) (0,200,400) (200,250,300)
17 (250,300,350) (230,280,330) (0,200,400) (200,250,300)
18 (250,300,350) (230,280,330) (0,200,400) (200,250,300)
20 (250,300,350) (230,280,330) (200,400,600) (200,250,300)
Table 7
The resultsforopen and close virtual hubs throughout the planning horizon.
Virtual hubs
6 (Denver) 9 (Kansas city) 11 (Memphis) 17 (St. Louis) 18 (San Francisco) 20 (Washington DC)
Initial conﬁguration  –  –  –
Period 1  –  –  –
Period 2  – – – – 
Period 3  – – – – 
Period 4  – – – – 
Table 8
The results for connection of demand nodes to original and virtual hubs throughout the planning horizon.
Node Original hub Virtual hub
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4
1 3 11 20 20 20
2 14 11 20 – 20
4 3 11 20 20 20
6 5 6 6 6 6
7 3 6 20 20 20
8 5 11 – – –
9 3 11 6 6 6
11 5 11 20 20 20
12 5 11 20 20 20
13 3 6 6 6 6
15 14 11 20 20 20
16 10 6 6 6 6
17 3 11 6 6 6
18 10 18 6 6 6
19 10 6 6 6 6
20 14 11 20 20 20
3266 F. Taghipourian et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 36 (2012) 3257–3270ﬂow could change over the periods.Similar to the previous studies in hub location problem on CAB data set was done by Alu-
mur et al. [29], we assumed four major cities as original hubs to be originally open in the network and six potential locations
for virtual hubs as shown in Table 1. Also, ﬁxed opening, maintenance and closing costs of virtual hubs are given in Tables 2–
4, respectively. Variation factors for original hubs are supposed to be fuzzy numbers as shown in Table 5. In addition, receiv-
ing and dispatching capacities of virtual hubs are assumed to be fuzzy numbers and may vary over the periods as given in
Table 6. We assumed the same nominal receiving and dispatching capacities for all the original hubs (cadk = 800000, and
Fig. 3. Virtual hub location results with the CAB data.
Table 9
Validation of proposed model.
Model Objective value (unit)
Model with virtual hub 17292238856.6
Model without virtual hub 17312802433.3
The difference 20563576.7
F. Taghipourian et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 36 (2012) 3257–3270 3267cark = 700000) while capacity variations of original hubs are accomplished by variation factors ð~hktÞ varying over the plan-
ning horizon.
Discount factors for different original and virtual hub connections are supposed to be d = 0.7, e = 0.8, and c = 0.9 so that
economies of scales through original hub connections are higher than others.The problem was solved using CPLEX 11.1.1 on
a personal computer with a 2.40 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 2 GB RAM.
Table 10
Results on variousinitial virtual hub setting.
Number Initial virtual hubs Objective value (⁄106 unit)
1 6, 11, 18 17363210608
2 9, 17, 20 17543585475
3 6, 9, 11 17692178751
4 17, 18, 20 17630434452
5 6, 11, 17 17662418985
6 6, 17, 18 17737397073
7 6, 18, 20 17626576068
8 9, 11, 17 17661099370
9 9, 17, 18 17679356684
10 9, 18, 20 17577970295
11 11, 17, 18 17749957004
12 11, 18, 20 17720239650
13 6, 9, 17 17636756565
14 6, 9, 18 17767108149
15 6, 9, 20 17522099926
16 6, 11, 20 17543562429
17 6, 17, 20 17522974325
18 9, 11, 18 17726587139
19 9, 11, 20 17562509958
20 11, 17, 20 17749957004
Fig. 4. Total cost variations throughout the different initial virtual hub scenarios.
3268 F. Taghipourian et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 36 (2012) 3257–3270Considering different effects of the two terms in the objective function (f1 and f2), we normalized the two objectives to
remove the scales adjusting opening, maintenance and closing cost parameters of virtual hubs. The results are shown in Ta-
bles 7 and 8.The results show which virtual hubs are open or close in different periods. Also, allocation of nodes to virtual
hubs throughout the planning horizon is concluded. At last, routing decision between any original and destination nodes are
made in periods. Table 7 shows the situations for virtual hubs throughout the planning horizon. We indicate open and close
virtual hubs by j and – respectively. As we can see in Table 7, Denver, Memphis and San Francisco virtual hub airports were
opened in initial conﬁguration. Denver stay open until the last period but Memphis and San Francisco become close in the
period one. Also, Washington DC airport which was close in initial conﬁguration, become open in period two and stay open
until the last period. Connections of demand nodes to original and virtual hubs over four time periods are shown in Table 8.
For example, node 1 which is Atlanta airport which its original hub is Chicago airport, is allocated to virtual hub 11 (Mem-
phis) in Period 1 and to virtual hub 20 (Washington DC) in Periods 2, 3 and 4. With respect to Tables 7 and 8, routing deci-
sions are made between any original and destination nodes in the network. It is not possible to show any routing decision of
the problem with 20 nodes because of limitation the manuscript.
Conﬁguration of the virtual hub network throughout the planning horizon is shown in Fig. 3. Connections between ori-
ginal and virtual hubs are assumed to be fully interconnected but for the sake of clarity are not shown.4.1. Validation of the proposed model
As mentioned before, virtual hubs provide service to demand nodes when incapacitation of original hubs cause some trips
to be canceled.
According to the aviation capacity enhancement plan of the federal aviation administration [30], one alternative solution
to this problem is increasing the capacity of the original hubs. This activity is very expensive and time consuming. For exam-
ple, the Denver airport opened a new runway in 2003, being the longest commercial runway in North America, measuring
16,000 feet long and 200 feet wide. The runway project began in 1989, but the project had to be stopped in 1995 and did not
F. Taghipourian et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 36 (2012) 3257–3270 3269resume until October 2000. Construction costs were approximately 167 million dollars. It was anticipated that the runway
could increase the capacity almost by 22 percent.
We compared the performance of our proposed model with the one obtained by the model without virtual hubs consid-
ering all hubs (original and virtual) to have enough capacity. Both models were tested on the well known CAB data set. The
amounts of the two objectives and their difference are given in Table 9.
Considering the relatively low cost of adding virtual hubs, in comparison with the high cost for capacity enhancement
plan, it is reasonable to conclude that our introduction of virtual hubs in our model to confront adverse situation is justiﬁed.
4.2. Various scenarios for initial virtual hubs
Here, we assume that there are 3 virtual hubs in the initial conﬁguration. We examine different scenarios for 3 virtual
hubs among 6 potential virtual hubs. As seen in Table 10, the ﬁrst scenario yields the minimum cost. The objective values
of the proposed mathematical model over 20 virtual hub scenarios are shown in Fig. 4.
5. Conclusion
We proposed a dynamic virtual hub location problem in fuzzy environment and presented a fuzzy integer linear program-
ming approach for ﬁnding a solution. The p-hub location problem with single assignment was the base of our study. To be
realistic, a dynamic approach was taken so that decisions on locating the virtual hubs and determination of path between
any original and destination nodes are made throughout the planning horizon. Regarding the effect of variation factors in
capacities of original hubs, and different opening, maintenance and closing costs of virtual hubs throughout the planning
horizon, we considered variation in the number of virtual hubs over the periods. To consider unexpected situations, demand
ﬂow among nodes and variation factors of original hubs and capacities of virtual hubs were assumed to be fuzzy numbers,
allowing for more realistic models.The aim of our model was minimization of location costs of virtual hubs (containing open-
ing, maintenance and closing costs) and transportation cost in the whole network. We did scalarazation of the two terms of
our objective to remove scale. Also, to validate our model, we compared the objective values of the two models with and
without virtual hubs considering aviation capacity enhancement plan. The results of our examination on the CAB data set
conﬁrm the capability of our model in handling the required services confronted in unexpected situations with no need
for any cancellation.
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